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§ O. Introduction 
An ordinal a is equal to the set of its predecessors and is ordered by 
the membership relation. For any ordinal a, one writes a -~ (a, m) 2 if 
and only if for any set A order-isomorphic to a, and any function f
from the pairs of elements of A into {0, 1}, either there is a subset 
X c_ A order-isomorphic to a, so that f of  any pair of elements of X is 
zero, or there is an m element set Y c_ A, so that f of  any pair of  ele- 
ments of Y is one. 
Erd~Ss and Rado [4] first asked for which ~ and m does this relation 
hold. Specker [ 10] first noticed the special difficulty in proving it for 
eo`o, where 60 `o is that ordinal which is the result of  raising w to the 
power 6o by ordinal exponentiation. With the usual ordering, 6o`o is or- 
der-isomorphic to the set of finite sequences of natural numbers ordered 
first by.length and then lexicographically. 
Chang [ 1 ] proved that w`o -~ (w`o, 3) 2, and E.C. Milner (unpublished) 
generalized his result to prove the following theorem: 
For  all natura l  numbers  m, w`o -* (co`o , m) 2 . 
The main purpose of this paper is to give a new proof of the generalized 
result. 
* This work was supported in part by NSF Grant No. GP-34711. 
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Ramsey's Theorem [8], stated below as Theorem 2.6, yields: 
For all natural numbers m, 09 -+ (09, m) 2 . 
Specker [10] proved: 
For all natural numbers m, 092 ~ (092, m)2. 
Here O92 = 09" 03 is order-isomorphic to the set of pairs of natural num- 
bers ordered lexicographically. The first ordinal a for which it is not 
known whether a ~ (a, 3) 2 is 09 '°2. The set of countable ordinals for 
which this relation has not been determined is {09J" 1 < 13 < 091}. 
Specker [10] proved that 093 7¢i(093, 3)2, and derived as a corollary 
that for all natural numbers n with n > 3, (.o n 7 ~ (tO n , 3 )  2 . F. Galvin, 
using his method, has shown that for every ordinal a not of the form 
09t~ with a >-- 3, 09~ 7¢ (09~, 3) 2 , and I have shown that this method 
cannot be applied to any other countable ordinal. For details, see a 
forthcoming paper of F. Galvin and myself. 
To make the proof given here of  the result for 09`o more accessible, 
I have included a proof of Specker's Theorem for 6o 2. The proof given 
here is basically the proof of Haddad and Sabbagh [5 ], although I have 
compRcated it with notation to make the similarities between it and 
the proof for 09`o more clear. The basic idea of this proof was discov- 
ered independently by Hajnal and also by Galvin [2]. 
At the end of the paper, I give a sketch of how the proof of  the 
main theorem can be modified to prove the following statement which 
answers a question of  R. Laver: 
For  all natural numbers m, (09*" 09)~ -* ((09*. 60)`o, m) 2 . 
In that final section, a set order-isomorphic to (w*" co)'° will be given. 
This paper is a reworking of  some of  the material of my Ph.D. Thesis 
[6] written under the supervision of  James E. Baumgartner, with the 
proof of Specker's Theorem added for clarity. Other parts, including 
generalizations to ordinals whose power is a Ramsey cardinal will appeal 
elsewhere. 
I would like to thank J. Baumgartner, P. Erd6s, R. Laver and E.C. 
Milner for helpful conversations. 
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An ordinal is the set of its predecessors, so in particular 4 = (0, 1,2, 3} 
and co = (0, 1, 2, 3 .... }. We will use < to denote the usual ordering on 
ordinals. 
For any two sequences s and t, s * t is their concatenation. 
For any set A and any positive integer k, [A] g = (U c__ A: U has ex- 
actly k elements). 
For any ordered set A and any ordinal ~, type A = a or A has type a 
if and only irA is order isomorphic to a. 
For any m < w and any ordinal a, a ~ (a, m) 2 if and only if for 
every ordered setA of type a, and every function f : [A] 2 __> (0, 1}, 
either there is a set X ~ A of type a, so that f([X] 2) = (0}, or there is 
an m element setM ~A,  so that f(  [M] 2 ) = (1}. 
§ 2. The Partition Theorem for 6o2 
Theorem 2.1 (Specker [10] ). For all m < 6o, 6o2 ~ (6o2, m)2. 
Proof. Let U = ((a, b): a < b < 6o} be ordered lexicographically. Then 
type U = 6o 2 . It suffices to prove the theorem for functions 
f: [U] 2 ._, (0, 1}. 
Definition 2.2. We say that a pair A = ((a, b), (c, d)} of elements from 
U with a <_ c is of: 
(a) form O i fa  < b < c< d, 
(b ) fo rm 1 i fa< c< b<d,  
(c) form 2 if a < c < d < b, 
(d) form 3 if a = c (and b ¢ d). 
I fA has one of these forms, then we define i(A), the interaction scheme 
of A by i(A ) = (a, b, c, d) .  
To prove Theorem 2.1, we use the following three lemmas, whose 
proofs we shall give after we have derived the theorem. 
Lemma 2.3. For any funct ion f :  [U] 2 _. {0, 1}, there is an infinite set 
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N c_q_ 03 andJo, Jl, ]2, J3 E {0, 1} so that for any k < 4 and any pair 
{x, y} c Uof fo rm k with i((x, y}) C-N, f ({x,  y}) =jk. 
[,emma 2.4. For any infinite set N, any m < w and any k < 4, there 
exists an m elemen t set M c C_ U so that for any pair {x, y } c_ M, {x, y 1 
has form k and i( (x, y }) c_ N. 
Lemma 2.5. For any infinite set N, there exists a set X a_ U of  type 032 
so that for any pair {x, y} c__ X, there is a k < 4 so that {x, y} has form 
kand i({x, y}) c__ N. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 from Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. Let m < 03 and 
f :  [U] 2 _~ {0, 1} be given so that there is no m element M for which 
f ( [M] 2) = { 1 }. To prove the theorem, we must find a set X c C_ U of  
type 032 for whichf( [X]  2) = {0}. First we apply Lemma 2.3 to f to  
get N and ]0, /1,  ]2, ]3. Then we use Lemma 2.4 for N and k = 0, 1, 2, 3 
respectively, to construct four m element sets, M0, M1, M2, M 3 . Now 
for any k < 4 and any pair {x, y } c_ Mg, (x, y} has form k and 
i({x, y}) c_ N, so f({x, y}) =]k. From our initial assumption about f, 
we conclude that ]0 = ]1 = ]2 = ]3 = 0. Next we apply Lemma 2.5 to N 
to get a set X of type 032. For any pair {x, y} c X, there is a k < 4, so 
that {x, y} has form k and i({x, y})  c C_ N. Sof({x, y}) =]0 =]1 : ]2  
= ]3 = 0. Thus f ( [X]  2) = (0}, and the theorem follows. 
To prove Lemma 2.3 we need Ramsey's Theorem, which we now 
state. 
Theorem 2.6 (Ramsey [8] ). For every p, q < 03 with p, q > O, for every 
infinite set N c_C_ w and for every function f :  IN] P ~ {0, 1, 2, ..., q - 1}, 
there is an r < q and an infinite set M c_ N so that f([M]P ) = {r}. 
Proof of  Lemma 2.3. Let fbe  given. Let fo , f l , f  2 : [03]4 ~ {0, 1} be 
defined by 
fo({a, b, c, d}) = f({(a, b), (c, d)}) ,  
f l ({a, b, c, d}) =f({(a, c), (b, d)}) ,  
f2({a, b, c, d}) = f({(a, d), (b, c)}),  
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wherea < b< c< d. Let f  3 : [w]  3 ~ (0, I) be defined by 
f3((a, b, c ) )= f({(a, b), (a, c))), where a < b < e. 
Using Ramsey's Theorem repeatedly, we can find an infinite set 
N ~ 6o and 10,11,12, J3 ~ (0, 1 ), so that for all k < 3, fk ([N] 4 ) = (Jk) 
and f3 ([N] 3 ) = (/3). Then the lemma follows, since for any k < 4 and 
any pair (x, y )  of form k with i((x, y))  ~ N , f ( (x ,  y}) =fk(i((x, y})) 
= ]k • 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Let N and m be given and let (ni: i < w) be the 
enumeration of N in increasing order. Let M 0 = ((n 2i, n 2i+ 1 ): 0 <- i < m ) ; 
let M 1 = {(ni, nm+i): 0 <-- i < m}; let M 2 = {(ni, n2m_i): 0 <- i < m}; and 
let M 3 = {(no ,  ni): 1 < i < m).  We leave it to the reader to check that 
for all k < 4, M k is a set all of whose pairs have form k and have as in- 
teraction scheme a subset of N. 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Let N be given. Since N is infinite, we can find an 
infinite collection of disjoint infinite subsets of N. Let (Ni: i i,(6o) be 
an enumeration of such a collection. Further, let {ai: i < 6o) be the 
enumeration o fN  0 in increasing order. Let X = ((ai, b): i < 6o and 
a i < b and b ~ Ni+I). Then X has type 6o 2 , any pair of elements has a 
subset of N as interaction scheme, and it is not hard to see that any pair 
is of  form k for some k < 4. So the lemma follows. 
The proofs of these three lemmas complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
§ 3. The Partition Theorem for 6oto 
Theorem 3.1. Vm < 6o, co'° -~ (6oto, m) 2. 
Proof. For each n < 6o, let W(n) = {(a o, a I .... , an_x): a 0 < a 1 < ... 
< an_ 1 < 6o) be ordered lexicographically. Then for each n < 6o, W(n) 
has type w n. Let W = W(0)u W(1) u W(2) u ... be ordered first by 
length of sequence and then lexicographically. With this ordering, 
W has type wto. So it suffices to prove the theorem for functions 
f :  [W]2 _~ {0, 1). 
Let m < 6o be given. As the theorem is trivially true for m = 0 and 
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m = 1, we may assume that m > 1. Let f :  [W] 2 _~ {0, 1} be given so 
that there is no m element set M for which f([M] 2) = ( 1 }. To prove the 
theorem we must find a set X of type cow for which f([X] 2) = (0}. 
The first step uses the following theorem of P. Erd6s. E.C. Milner has 
a sharper esult, namely for all a < COl and all n < w, col+~.n 
(col+~, 2 n )2, which appears in their joint paper [3]. 
Theorem 3.2 (Erdt~s). For every k < co and every n < co, co n. k 
(con, k)2. 
--+ 
For each n < co with n > 0, we apply the theorem to f restricted to 
W(n. m) to obtain a set W'(n) of type con for which f([14/'(n)] 2) = {0}. 
Then W' = W'(1) u W'(2) u W'(3) u ... is a set of type co'~ for which f
has value zero on pairs of sequences in W' of the same length. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that W' is our original set W. 
Thus to prove the theorem, we must find a set X c W of type co,o 
for which fhas  value zero on pairs of sequences of different lengths. 
First we make some definitions. 
Definition 3.3. For any increasing sequences s and t from co, we write 
s < t if the largest element of s is smaller than the least element of t. 
Definition 3.4. For any increasing sequence s of  elements of co, we 
write Isl for the length ofs.  
For any increasing sequence s of natural numbers and any N c_ 6o, by 
an abuse of notation, we will write s ~ N to indicate that all the elements 
of s are from N. Also if N ~ co is infinite and k < co, we will write n k 
for the k th term in the enumeration of N in increasing order. 
Definition 3.5. A pair (x, y )  c W is of form 0 if Ixl = lyl. Let k < w be 
greater than zero. A pair {x, y )  c W with Ixl < lyl is of form 2k-  1 
(form 2k) if there are non-empty sequences a l ,  a 2 . . . .  , a k (ak+ 1 ), 
bl , b2, ..., bk, c and d such that 
(1)x =a 1 *a 2 * ... * ak(* ak+l), 
(2) y = b 1 * b 2 * ... * b k , 
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(3) c = (la 1 I, la 11 + la 2 I, ..., la 11 + la21 + ... + lakl (+ lak+ 1 I)), 
(4) d = (Ibll, Ib l l+ Ib21 .... .  Ib l l+ tb21+... + Ibkl), 
(5) c < a 1 < d < b 1 < a 2 < b 2 < ... < a k < b k (< ak+ 1 ). 
I f  ~x, y} is of  form 2k - 1 (form 2k) and a l ,  a2, ..., ak(ak+ 1), b l ,  b 2 , ..., 
b k , c and d are as above, then we call 
i ( (x ,y})=c*a  l *d*b  l *a  2 *b 2 * . . .*a k *b k (*ak+ 1) 
the interaction scheme of  {x, y}. 
Next we state the three lemmas we use to complete the proof. These 
lemmas are similar to Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 of  the previous section. 
Lemma 3.6. For every function g : [W] 2 ._, {0, 1), there exists an infi- 
nite set N c__ w and a sequence (]k : k < w ) , so that for any k < w with 
k > O, and any pair (x, y )  of  form k with (n k) < if{x, y ) )  q N, 
g((x, y ) )  = ]k. 
Lemma 3.7. For every infinite set N and every m, l < w with l > 0, 
there is an m element set M, so that for every {x, y} C_C_ M, (x, y} has 
form land if(x, y )  ) ~ N. 
Lemma 3.8. For any infinite set N c_ ~ there is a set X c_q_ W o f  type w ` ° 
so that for any pair (x, y )  ~ X, there is an l<  ~, so that (x, y}  is o f  
form l and if l > O, then (n i) < if{x, y})  c__ N. 
Now we finish the proof  o f  Theorem 3.1 using these three lemmas. 
First we apply Lemma 3.6 to f and obtain an infinite set N and a se- 
quence (lk : k < 6o}. Then for each k < w with k > 0, we apply Lem- 
ma 3.7 to k, m and (nt: k < l < ~} and obtain an m element set M k, 
so that for any {x, y} c Mk, f({x, y})  = lk. Thus we may conclude that 
for any k < ~ with k > 0, Ik = 0. Next we apply Lemma 3.8 to N and 
obtain a set X ~ N of  type ~ '~,  so that for any (x, y } c__ X, there is an 
l < w for which (x, y } has form l and if  l > 0, then (n t) < if(x, y})  c__ N. 
Thus on pairs (x, y} ~ X which are not  o f  form O,f((x, y})  =it = 0 for 
some I. By assumption, for any pair (x, y} o f  form 0, f ( (x ,  y) )  = 0, so 
f ( [X]  2) = (0) ,  and the theorem follows. 
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For  the proo f  o f  Lemma 3.6 we shall use the Nash-Williams Partit ion 
Theorem, as we used Ramsey's Theorem in the proof  o f  Lemma 2.3. 
Definit ion 3.9. A set A c_ W is thin i f  for all s, t ~ A, s is not a proper 
initial segment o f  t. 
Theorem 3.10 (Nash-Williams [7] ). For any infinite set M c_ u), for  any 
thin set A, for  any funct ion h : {a E A: a E__ M} -+ {0, 1}, there exists an 
i ~ {0, 1} and an infinite set P c__ M so that h({a ~ A: a c p})  c_ {i}. 
Lemma 3.11. For any l<  w with l>  0, ( i f(x, y) ) :  (x, y )  ~ W and 
(x, y )  has fo rm l) is thin. 
Proof.  Let l = 2k -  1 (I = 2k) be given and assume {x, y},  (w, z} c__ W 
are pairs o f  form l with Ix I < lyl and Iwl < Iz I and further  assume that 
if{x, y}) is an initial segment of  i({w, z}). We can find 
a I , a 2 , ..., ak(ak+ 1 ), b 1 , b 2 , ..., b k , c and d, 
P l ,  P2, -.-, Pk(Pk+l ), q l ,  q2 . . . .  , qk, r and s 
as prescribed in the def init ion of  form l, so that 
and 
i ({x ,y})=c*a  l *d*b  l *a  2 *b  2 * . . . *a  k *b  k (*ak+ 1) 
i ({w,z})=r*P l  *s .q1  *P2*q2* . - . *Pk*qk  ( *Pk+l ) "  
Since i({x, y})  is a proper  initial segment of  i({ w, z}), these two se- 
quences must have a common first element,  call it u 1 . But since 
u 1 = la l l= IPl I, they both  must have at least t = 2k + U l (+ l )  elements. 
So c * a I * d = r * p 1 * s = (u l ,  u2, ..., ut) , and i((x, y }) has the same 
length as if{w, z}), namely 
k+u k +k+u t i f /=2k- l ,  
l i ({x ,y}) l=  l i ({w,z}) l - -  k+ l+Uk+l+k+u t i f l=2k .  
So i({x, y})  is not  a proper  initial segment o f  i((w, z}), and the set in 
quest ion is thin. 
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Lemma 3.6(Restatement). For every funct ion g : [W] 2 ~ {0, 1 }, there 
exists an infinite set N c_ co and a sequence (]k : k < co}, so that for  any 
k < co with k > O, and any {x, y}  o f  fo rm k with (n k) < i((x, y})  c__ N, 
g({x, y}) = ]k. 
Proof. Let g be given; let n o = 0 and N o = co ~ (0}. We define 
N = ~n k : k < co} and (Jk: k < 03} inductively. Let k > 0, and assume 
for all l < k we have defined n I and N r By Lemma 3.1 1 ,A k = ( i ({x ,y}) :  
(x ,y}  has form k} is thin. Letgk : {a ~ Ak :  a C_q_ Nk_ l  } ~ (0, 1) be de- 
fined by gk (if{x, y})) = g((x,  y} ). We apply the Nash-Williams Partition 
Theorem to find an infinite set N~_ 1 c Nk_  1 and Jk ~ (0, 1}, so that 
gk((a ~ Ak:  a C N~_]}) c__ {Jk}. Let n k be the least element ofN~_ 1 
and let N k = N'k_ 1 ~ (nk }. 
With N and (Jk : k < co} so defined, the lemma follows, since for any 
k > 0, and any pair (x, y} of form k with (n k) < if{x, y})  c N, 
g((x, y}) = gk(i((x,  y})) = ]k" 
To prove this lemma directly it suffices to show that for any func- 
tion g : [W] 2 ~ {0, 1), for any k < co with k > 0 and for any infinite 
set N ~ co, there is a Ik ~ {0, 1) and an infinite set M ~ N so that for all 
(x, y )  of  form k with i((x, y ) )  c__ M, g((x, y ) )  =]k. We give an outline 
of  the proof of this fact. 
Let g, k, N be given and assume k = 2 l -  1 (+1). For any sequence 
s = (s 1 , s 2 , ..., s t) with t = s 1 + 2l (+1), and any infinite set S, using 
Ramsey's Theorem (2.6), we can find an h(s) c (0, 1) and an infinite 
set T c_c_ S, so that for every {x, y )  of form k with s a proper initial seg- 
ment of  i({x, y}) and if{x, y ) )  c__ (Sl, s2 ' ..., st ) u T ,g( (x ,  y ) )  = h(s). 
So by induction, we can find an infinite set A c__ N and a function h, so 
that for all (x, y} of form k with i( {x, y ) ) c__ A,  g( (x, y) )  = h(c * a 1 * d), 
where c, a 1 and d are as in the definition of form k and i((x, y ) ) .  
By a similar process, we can find an infinite set B c__ A and a function 
H, so that for any {x, y} of form k with if{x, y}) ~ B, g((x,  y ) )  = 
= h(c * a I * d) = H(c 1 ), where c I is the first term of if{x, y}). Using 
Ramsey's Theorem a final time, we can find an infinite set M ~ B and 
]k ~ {0, 1}, so that for all (x, y} of form kwi th i ({x ,  y})~M,  
g({x, y})  = h(c*a  I *d)  =H(c 1) =Jk. 
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Lemma 3.7 (Restatement).  For  every inf in i te set  N and every m, l < eo 
wi th  l>  07 there is an m e lement  set  M, so that fo r  every {x, y}  c M,  
{x, y}  has fo rm land  i( {x, y } ) c N. 
Proof. If m = 0 or m = 1, then any set of  the appropriate size will do. 
Let k < ~ be given with k> 0 and le tN= {ni: i<  6o}. We will con- 
struct sequences d I , d 2 d m and a I a12 a~+l al 2, a~ n a~+l 
so that 
A = {a]*a~* . . . *a~'  l<_ i<_m} 
is the set needed for form 2k - 1 and 
B = {a]*a i2* . . . *a ik+l "  l<_ i<_m} 
is the set needed for form 2k. 
Letd  1 (n l ,  n2  ' nk+l  ) (d~,d  1 1 = ..., = , ..., dk+ 1 ) and let a] ~ be the se- 
quence of  the first d~ elements of  N greater than d~+ 1. Now suppose 
we have constructed 1 , a I , ..., d i, ail . Let d i+1 = (d/1 +1 , "" ,  ~'k+l'¢i+l ), be the 
first k + 1 elements of  N greater than the last element o f  a] ,  and let a] +l 
Ai+ 1 be the first d] ÷1 elements of  N greater than "k÷l" This defines 
d 1 , d 2 , ..., d m , a I , a 2 , ..., a T . Let the rest of  the sequences be defined 
in the order that follows, so that for any i and ], aS is the sequence of  
the least (d~ - d~_ 1 ) elements of  N all o f  which are larger than the larg- 
est element o f  the sequence previously defined: 
(a T )a 1, 2 3 a 1 . . . .  , a~ , a 1, a m a2 ,a2 , . . . ,a~,  ..., ..., k ,a~+l,akn+l 1 .. . .  ,a l+ l  • 
Now for any i and ] with 1 <_ i < ] <__ m, 
i( {ail * ai2 * . . .  * aik, a i l *  4 * . . .  * 4})  
is a subsequence of  
as is 
d, ,a'; * .-. *4  *4  "4+1 "4 .1 ,  
• <{at * ... *4÷, , * ,  * ... *4÷,}) .  
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So A and B are the sets required to prove the lemma for l = 2k - 1 and 
l = 2k, respectively. 
Lemma 3.8 (Restatement). For any infinite set N c__ w, there is a set 
X c_C_ W o f  type wto so that for  any (x, y} c_ X, there is an l < w, so 
that (x, y}  is o f  fo rm land  i f  l>  O, then (n 1) < i( (x, y}) c__ N. 
Proof. The construction here is similar to the one in the previous lemma 
We shall define inductively collections of sequences 
{d J .O<j<~},  {a / :O<j<~) ,  
{b(i , j ,  k): 1 <_ i<_j < _ k< 6o} , 
where for each ] < w with j > 0, cl ] : (d;o, d/1 .... , di), aj is a sequence of 
length d/0 and for]  and k with 1 <]<__ i<_ k, b( i , j ,  k) is a sequence of 
length d~ - a¢i_1 . Then we let 
X={a j  *b (1 , j , k ] ) *  ... *b ( / , j ,  k/): 1 <_j< k 1 < k 2 < ... < k /< w) 
The sequences are chosen so that whenever i, j, k l ,  k2, ..., kj are such 
that 1 <__ i <__ j < k 1 < k 2 < ... < kl, then a i < b(1, ], k 1 ) < b(2, j, k 2) < .  
... < b(],],  kj) and b(i,],  k l )< b(i,] ,  k2). So for every ]< 6o with] > 0, 
(aj * b(1, j, k 1 ) * b(2,1, k 2) * ... * b(j, j, kj): j < k 1 < ... < kj < ~o} 
has type 6o 4, and X has type ~oto. 
Let k < w be greater than zero and suppose for all l < w with 
0 < l < k, we have defined d l, at, (b(i, ], l): 1 <_ i <_ ] <_ l). Let d k be 
the sequence of the first k + 1 elements of N greater than n2k+l and 
any element used previously. Let a k be the next d~ elements. Well-ordel 
the set ((i,/'): 1 < i</< k} anti-lexicographically. For aech pair (i, j) in 
turn, let b(i, j, k) be the sequence of the first d~ - d~_ 1 elements of N 
all greater than the largest element of N used up to that point. This 
process defines the sequences mentioned at the beginning of the proof. 
Let X be defined from these sequences as above, and let {x, y} c_ X 
with Ix I < lyl and 
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x=a l *b (1 , j ,  k l ) * . . . *b ( j , j ,  kj) , 
y =a r * b(1, r, P l )  * ... * b(r, r, Pr) . 
Since aj < a r and no two sequences among aj, b(1, j, k a ), ..., b( j ,  j, k/), 
at, b(1, r, P l  ), "',  b(r, r, Pr) have any elements in common, for some 
l < 2j, (x, y}  has form l. Also i({x, y})  is a subsequence of the increas- 
ing sequence whose elements are those of d ,  x,  d r and y. Since 
(n l) < (n2j+l) < d j, we have (n t) < i({x, y})  c_C_ N. So the lemma follows. 
§ 4. Some related results 
In this section, we give a sketch of how the proof of the theorem for 
co'° can be modified to prove: 
For all m < co, (co*" co)to ~ ((co*" w)to,  m)  2 . 
For a detailed proof, see [6]. This answers a question of  R. Laver. 
We note that the negative integers with the usual ordering are a set of 
type w* and the integers with the usual ordering are a set of type co* + co. 
Also, the set of ordered pairs whose first member is a negative integer and 
whose second member is a positive integer ordered lexicographically is 
a set of type co*" co. And for any set A of type a, the set of finite se- 
quences of A ordered first by length and then lexicographically is a set 
of  type ato. 
For a discussion of order types and their arithmetic, see Schoenflies 
[9]. 
Theorem 4.1. For  all m < co, (co*" co) ~ ~ (co*" co)to, m) 2 . 
Note that (co*" co)to is mutually embeddable with the more easily 
visualized order type (co* + co),o. That is, for any set X of type co*- co, 
there is a set Y ~ X of type ~o* + co. For any set U of type (co* + co) 2 , 
there is a set V ~ U of type co*. co. And ((co* + co)2),~ = (co, + eo)~. 
So for any set W of type (co*. co)'°, there is a set Z c_ Ig of type 
(co* + co)to and vice versa. 
Thus the above theorem is equivalent to the following statement: 
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Corollary 4.2. For  all rn < co, (w*  + co)to -+ ((co* + co)to, m) 2 . 
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Sketch of the Proof of Theorem 4.1. In our proof of Theorem 3.1, we 
used some special definitions, a theorem of ErdiSs (Theorem 3.2), and 
Lemmas 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8. For the first part of our sketch, we will prove 
a result analogous to Theorem 3.2. Then we will make definitions analo- 
gous to those in Section 3, state modified versions of Lemmas 3.6, 3.7 
and 3.8 and indicate how to prove them. Theorem 4.1 follows from 
these results in the same way Theorem 3.1 follows from Theorem 3.2 
and Lemmas 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8. 
Theorem 4.3. For  all n, k < w,  (co*" co) n'k -~ ((60*" co) n , k) 2 . 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. Let n < co be given. Then 
(co*. w)  n ~ ((co*.  co) n, 2) 2, since for any set X of type (co*. co) n and 
any function f :  IX] 2 ~ (0, 1), either there is a pair (x, y} c X, so that 
f ( (x ,  y}) = 1, or for all (x, y )  c X , f ( (x ,  y}) = 0. So the theorem is 
true for k = 0, 1 and 2: 
Now suppose the theorem holds for k = m. Let i = 2n(m + 1), and let 
W = ( (P l ,P2  . . . . .  Pi): P l  < P2 < "" < Pi < co) 
be ordered by setting (Pl, P2, "", Pi) <- (ql ,  q2 ..... qi) if and only for 
the first], such that p/:g q],p]  < q / i f ]  is odd, and q] < p / i f ]  is even. 
Then W has type (co*- co)n(m+l ) .  
Definition 4.4. Let x = (x1 ,  x 2 . . . . .  x i )  and y = (Yl, Y2, - '-,  Yi)  be ele- 
ments of W. We let i f (x ,  y}) = (x  1 , x 2 , ..., x i, Y l , Y 2 , ..., Yi  ) .  Let 
u = (Ul, u2, ..., ui) and o = (v 1 , v 2 , ..., v i) be subsequences of (1, 2 ..... 2i) 
and suppose i f (x ,  y) )  = (Zl, z2,  ..., z t ) ,  where z I < z 2 < ... < z I. Then 
we say (x, y )  has fo rm (u,  v} if and only if 
(x, y}  = ((Zul, z.2 .. . . .  z. i),  (zol, zo2, ..., zoi)} . 
Let J=  ((u, o): there is {x, y} c__ W of form {u, o)). 
Lemma 4.5. For  any funct ion  f :  [W] z ~ (0, 1}, there is an inf in i te set  
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N c_ o3 and a funct ion ] : J-+ (0, 1 ), so that for  any {u, v) E J and any 
(x, y )  c_ W o f  fo rm {u, v) with if(x, y ) ) c_c_ N, f (  (x, y ) ) = j( (u, v) ). 
Proof. For each {u, v) E J, we let f{u ' o} : [co]2i _~ {0, 1} be defined by 
f{u, o} ({Wl,  W2, "", W2i) ) =f({Wu 1, Wu2,.. . ,  Wui), (Wol , Wo2 .... , Woi) } ) , 
where u = (Ul, ..., ui) and v = (Ol, 02 . . . .  , v i) and w 1 < w 2 < ... < w2i. 
Since J is finite, by applying Ramsey's theorem (Theorem 2.6) repeated- 
ly, we can find an infinite set N ~ co, and for each (u, v} ~ J, 
j({u, v}) E {0, 1}, so thatf(u,o)([N] 2i) = {/({u, v})}. 
Now for any (u, v) ~ J with u = (u 1 .... , u i) and v = (Vl, v2, ..., vi) 
and for any (x, y )  of form (u, v), with i f(x, y ) )  c__ N, we can find 
w = (Wl, w 2 .... , w2i) ~ Nso that i f(x, y ) )  c__ w, and 
{X, y}  = {(Wul , Wu2 . . . .  , Wui), (Wvl . . . .  , Woi)} , 
SO f((x, y ) )  =f(u, v)(w) = ]((u, V)). So the lemma follows. 
Continuation of Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let f :  [ W] 2 _) (0, 1) be given, 
so that there is no set X c__ I¢ of type (co*. w)  n for which f([X] 2) = (0). 
First we use Lemma 4.6 to find an infinite set N c__ co and a function 
/ : J - )  (0, 1). 
Since N is infinite, we can find an infinite set P c_ N and an infinite 
set Q of 2nm element sequences from N, so that for any p ~ P and any 
q ~ Q, either (p) < q or q < (p) and for any q, r ~ Q, either q < r or 
r < q or q = r. Then we can find a set X c_C_ W of type (w*" co)n, so that 
for every (Xl , x 2 .. . .  , xi), (Yl  , Y2, ..., Yi) ~ X,  for all l with 1 < l < 2n, 
x l ~ P and (X2n+l , L., x i) ~ Q, and if (x I .... , X2n ) 4= (Y l ,  Y2, "", Y2n ), 
then (X2n+l , ..., Xi) d: (Y2n+l . . . .  , Yi)" 
By assumption, we can find p = (Pl, P2 ..... Pi), q = (q l ,  q2 . . . .  , qi )C  X ,  
so that f((p, q)) = 1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
Pi <- qi" Then by our choice of X, we may conclude that Pi < q2n+l" 
Next  let Y = {(q l ,  q2 . . . .  , q2n, r2n+l . . . .  , ri) E W: r2n+l > Pi and q] 
with 2n < ] <_ i, r~ E iV). Then Y has type (co*. co)n .m. By assumption, 
there is no set U c_ y c__ W of type (co*. co)n so that f ( [U]  2) = (0). So 
by the induction hypothesis, there is a m element set V c__ y so that 
f ( [V]  2) =(1).  
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Let M = (p) t3 V. Then M is a m + 1 element set. To show that M is 
the desired set, we need only show that for any r ~ V , f ( (p ,  r ) )  = 1. 
Now p and q have form (u, v} for some u, v, where u = (u 1 , ..., u i) and 
o = (Ol, ..., oi). Then for any r ~ V, (p, r) has form {u, v) by our con- 
struction of  r, so f ( (p,  r))  = j(~u, v)) = f(~p, q) ) = 1, and the theorem 
follows. 
Note. One can prove (4.6) for all n, k < w, (w* .  co) n'k -~ ((co*. co) n , 2 k )2, 
by altering the induction step used above. Do with p what was done with 
q to find, by induct ion hypothesis, a 2 g element set V[, so that 
f ( [  V1 ] 2 ) = ( 1 }. Then find q', so that for all r ~ V1, (r, q') has the 
same form as (p, q).  Then use q' as q was used above to find, by induc- 
tion hypothesis, a 2 k element subset V 2 , so that f ( [  V 2 ] 2 ) = ( 1 }. Then 
V 1 u V 2 has2  k +2 k =2 k+l elements andf ( [V  1 u V 212)= {1},sothe  
statement follows. 
Continuation of the Proof of Theorem 4.1. Now we give special defini- 
tions like those of  Section 3. For each n < w, let 
U(n) = ((a0, a 1 .. . . .  a2n_ 1): a 0 <- ... < a2n_ 1 < w} 
be ordered by setting (a0, ..., a2n_ 1 ) <_ (b0, ..., b2n_l  ) i f  and only if for 
the least j < 2n such that aj ¢ bj (a! < bj i f / i s  even) and (bj < aj i f / i s  
odd). Then for each n < ~o, U(n) has type (~o*" ~o) n . Let 
U= U(1) u U(2) u U(3) u ... be ordered by setting (ao, a l ,  ..., a2n_l ) 
<_ (bo, bl  , ..., b2k_ 1 ) if and only if (n < k) or (n = k and (ao, ..., a2n_ 1 ) 
<_ (b0, ..., b2n_l ) in U(n)). Then U has type (6o*" 60) `0 . So as before, it 
suffices to prove the theorem for funct ions f  : [U] 2 ~ (0, 1). 
Definit ion 4.7. A pair of  elements {x, y}  of  Uis  of  form (0, 0, 0) if 
Ix l = ly I. Let k < ~o be greater than zero. A pair of  elements {x, y )  of  
U with Ix l < lyl is of  fo rm (2k - l, s, t), where s = (Sl, ..., s k) and 
t - ( t l ,  t 2 . . . .  , t k) are sequences of  zeros and ones (alternatively of  
fo rm (2k, s, t), where s = (s I , s 2 , ..., sk+ 1 ), t = ( t l ,  t2 ,  ..., tk) are se- 
quences of  zeros and ones), if there are sequences a l ,  a2, ..., a k (ak+ 1 ), 
b l ,  b E . . . . .  bk ,  c = (c l ,  c2 ,  ..., Ck(Ck+ 1 )) ,  d = (d l ,  d2 ,  ..., d k)  such  that  
the following condit ions hold: 
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(1 )x  =a 1 *a 2 *... *ak(*ak+~), 
(2 )y=b 1 *b  2* . . . *bk ,  
(3) c<a 1 <d<b 1 <a 2 <b 2 <. . .<a  k<bk(<ak+ 1). 
Define 
and 
c' = (la a I, la l l+ la 2 E, ..., la l l+ la21 + ... + lakl (+ lak+ 1 I)), 
d' = (Ibl 1, Ib l l+ Ib21 ..... Ib l l+  [b21+... + Ibkl) .  
(4) c' =(2c  I +s  1, 2c 2 +s  2 .... ,2c k +Sk(2Ck+ 1 +Sk+l)),  
(5) d' = (2d I + t 1, 2d 2 + t2, ..., 2d k + tk). 
I f  {x, y} is of  form (2k -  1, s, t) ( form (2k, s, t)) anda l ,  a 2 .... ,ak(ak+l), 
b 1 , ..., b k , c, d are as above, then we call 
i ( (x ,y})=c*a l *d*b  1 *a  2* . . . *a  k*b  k (*ak+ 1) 
the interaction scheme of  (x, y ) .  
Definit ion 4.8. Le t J  = {(k, s, t): there is {x, y} ~ U of  form (k, s, t)}. 
Next we state the lemmas needed for the proof  of  Theorem 4.1 anal- 
ogous to Lemmas 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 of  the proof  of  Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 4.9. Given any function f :  [U] 2 _+ (0,  1}, there exists an infinite 
set N c _ w and a function j : J -+ (0, 1}, so that for any (k, s, t) ~ J and 
any pair (x, y} o f  form (k, s, t) with (nk ) < if(x, y})  C_g_ N, f (  (x, y})  = 
j(k, s, t). 
The proof  o f  4.9 is the same as the proof  of  3.6 except for each k 
one must apply the Nash-Williams Theorem once for each pair s, t, 
where there is a pair (x, y} c__ W of  form (k, s, t). 
Lemma 4.10. For any infinite set N and any m < 6o and any (k, s, t) ~ J  
with k > O, there is an m element set M, so that for every pair (x, y} C--M, 
{x, y}  has form (k, s, t) and i( {x, y ) )  ~ N. 
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The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.7 except 
that one may need to build the elements of M as the concatenation of
more than k or k + 1 sequences. The construction is a little tricky, but 
perhaps easier to work out for oneself than to understand by reading a 
description. (For details, see [6] ). 
Lemma 4.11. For any infinite set N = (ni :  i < co), there is a set X c_ U 
o f  type (co*. co)to so that for any pair (x, y)  c_ X, there is a (k, s, t )~J ,  
so that (x, y)  has form (k, s, t) and i l k  > O, then (nk ) < i((x, y) ) c_c_ N. 
The proof of this lemma is like the proof of Lemma 3.8 except hat 
one only uses the concatenations of the form a2i * b(1, 2i, k 1 ) * ... * 
b(2i, 2i, k2i), and having chosen d 2i (d2i, d~i, 2i = ..., d i ) ,  one uses  the  
sequence  c 2i (2d  2i, 2d  2i + 1, 2d  2i, 2i 2i = ..., 2d2i_  1 + 1, 2d2i )  ins tead  o fd  2i 
to obtain the lengths necessary for constructing the sequences 
a2i, b(], 2i, k) for k < w and 1 < ] <- 2i. 
With these three lemmas we complete the sketch of the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, as the theorem follows from them and Theorem 4.3, just 
as Theorem 3.1 follows from Lemmas 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 and Theorem 3.2 
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